This book explores the cultural and intellectual stakes of medieval and Renaissance Britain’s sense of itself as living in the shadow of Rome, a city whose name could designate the ancient, fallen, quintessentially human power that had conquered and colonized Britain, and also the alternately sanctified and demonized Roman Church. Wallace presses medieval texts in a range of languages (including Latin, medieval Welsh, Old English and Old French) into conversation with early modern English and humanistic Latin texts (including works by Gildas, Bede, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Bacon, St Augustine, Dante, Erasmus, Luther, and Montaigne). ‘The Ordinary’, ‘The Self’, ‘The Word’, and ‘The Dead’ are taken as compass points by which individuals lived out their orientations to, and against, Rome, isolating important dimensions of Rome’s enduring ability to shape and complicate the effort to come to terms with the nature of self and the structure of human community.
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Preface

This book takes a long view of Rome’s entanglement in the lives of the inhabitants of the island that once constituted the Roman provinces of Britannia. Its emphasis is on texts and phenomena ranging from the early Middle Ages to the late seventeenth century, though in a few cases it reaches beyond those temporal limits in order to establish prehistories and afterlives for the problems under examination.

Medieval and early modern conceptions of auctoritas were genuinely transhistorical, transnational, and multilingual. The book, therefore, ranges quite widely. Writers such as Gildas, Bede, Geoffrey Chaucer, Roger Ascham, Sir Thomas Wilson, Edmund Spenser, William Shakespeare, John Donne, Sir Francis Bacon, Sir Thomas Browne, and John Milton are pressed into dialogue with Continental writers who exercised vast influence on the literary and religious cultures of medieval and Renaissance Britain. The latter include, for example, St Augustine, Dante, Petrarch, Erasmus, Martin Luther, Joachim Du Bellay, and Montaigne, each of whom shaped English experiences and understandings of Rome’s unnerving persistence.

The book opens by examining some lines from Virgil’s ‘First Eclogue’, a poem in which a goatherd stares down the prospect of a life of exile while his interlocutor rhapsodizes on the subject of a life-altering visit to Rome. It closes by exploring passages from some poems in which Ovid, exiled from Rome, fears that he is losing his Latin. Ovid’s poems of exile were popular curriculum texts in the grammar schools of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England. They therefore provide a final vantage point from which to reframe the book’s arguments against the backdrop of humanist pedagogy. This sort of historical and cultural range presents obvious challenges, but the book’s examinations of individual texts and writers attend to the historical particularities of their origins, production, and consumption.
A large body of scholarship has, to excellent effect, established that Rome is at once a place and an idea. This double formula, however, risks depicting Rome primarily as a distant place (distant, that is, from the perspective of Britain) and as a mere idea (that is, as a wholly immaterial concept or notion of that distant place). It needs, therefore, to be supplemented by an acknowledgement that the Roman Empire had left in its wake material remains and cultural practices that ensured that Rome could always be close-to-hand, familiar, and domestic – even a thousand or more miles from the Eternal City. Ruins, roads, the Latin language and the thickets of its grammar, cultural and spiritual institutions, liturgical texts and devotional regimens: these phenomena ensured that Rome could be, even as far away as medieval or Renaissance Britain, experienced as near rather than far, and as a highly complex network of material remains and cultural practices rather than as an abstract idea. I gather these disparate phenomena under the rubric of the ‘fact’ of Rome (with an eye to the word’s derivation from the Latin factum) in an effort to show that lives lived in medieval and Renaissance Britain were continually immersed in versions of Rome that oscillated between conspicuousness and invisibility.

Seeking to capture a wide-angle image of the plural legacies of the city’s persistence, the book studies how Rome figures in the murky processes by which individuals settled their relation to the world (Chapter 1), in shifting conceptions of the problem of the self (Chapter 2), in the experience of studying, mastering, and being altered by Latin words and the Word of God (Chapter 3), and in the ties that bind the living to the dead (Chapter 4). These chapters are linked by my effort to take seriously a number of metonymic and synecdochic formulas in which the word ‘Rome’ is made to serve as shorthand for a broad range of material and literary artefacts, linguistic and cultural phenomena, and religious and liturgical debates that bear on understandings of human community and the nature of ‘the human’ itself.

Although English humanism and the Reformation are rightly credited with having significantly reoriented attitudes to Rome, the enduring scholarly assumption that the sixteenth century marks the moment when English writers initiate critical and self-conscious engagements with a distant city on the banks of the Tiber loses sight of the thoroughness with which Rome had long inhabited the lives of those who lived in its wake. It is still common, for example, to regard the advent of Renaissance humanism and the Reformation as marking moments when a properly historical view of Rome’s presence in the island of Britain comes into focus. This book, however, shows that the critical intelligence and casts of mind
that scholars of the early modern period associate with sixteenth-century inquiry are already significant components in some influential and widely circulated early medieval English perspectives on Rome. Those early perspectives, in turn, continue to shape experiences and understandings of Rome during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
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